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Overview

In compliance with its obligations under Treaty 4, Canada set aside

approximately 24,040 acres of land for the Muskowekwan First Nation
(Muskowekwan) as Indian Reserve No. 85 (IR 85). This claim seeks
compensation related to two surrenders of part of IR 85 that occurred in 1910 and

1920, concerning 160 acres and 7,485 acres respectively, and the handling of the

subsequent sales of the land.

1.

The specific assertions in this claim relate to the following:

• a railway taking of part of IR 85 in 1906;

• the surrender of land for a town site in 1910;

• a surrender of land in 1920 - including assertions about preserving

mineral rights and Canada having a positive duty to discuss the

purchase of agricultural implements with Muskowekwan;

• the management and disposal of the surrendered land during an

economic depression;

• Canada’s administration of arrears in payment for parts of the

surrendered land; and,

• Canada having set aside surrendered land for a village park.

2.

Canada acknowledges that IR 85 was a reserve within the meaning of the Indian

Act at the time of the surrenders. In accordance with its statutory and fiduciary
obligations, Canada ensured the following:

• that the surrenders were properly taken;

• except as otherwise admitted in this Response, that the management

and disposal of the lands were consistent with the terms of the

surrenders; and,

• that Muskowekwan was compensated properly under the terms of
the surrenders.

3.

Canada admits that it breached its fiduciary duty to Muskowekwan by selling

some of the surrendered lands to the Lestock School District for prices below the

4.
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assessed value and by incorrectly applying the Farmers’ Creditors Arrangement

Act (FCAA) to the reserve lands, as noted in paragraphs 9, 13, 46 and 81 of this

Response.

Canada is committed to reconciliation and a renewed nation-to-nation

relationship with Indigenous peoples based on recognition of rights, respect,
cooperation and partnership. Canada endeavors to embody these principles as it

assists the Tribunal in its task of adjudicating matters brought before it.

5.

I. Status of Claim

The facts outlined in paragraph 49 of Declaration of Claim (Claim), which state

that Muskowekwan was not compensated for additional acreage contained in the

1920 surrender, were not previously filed with the Minister. To the extent that
these facts form part of the assertions in paragraphs 54 to 56 of the Claim, they

do not meet the requirements of section 16 of the SCTA.

6.

Subject to paragraph 6 of the Response, Canada says that the requirements in
section 16(l )(d) of the SCTA are satisfied, as pled in paragraphs 4 through 10 of
the Claim.

7.

Muskowekwan filed its claim under the Specific Claims Policy in 1992 with the

Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, now the Minister of

Crown-Indigenous Relations (Minister). In May 1997, the Minister rejected the

claim.

8 .

In September 1999, Muskowekwan made a supplemental submission of

additional allegations to Specific Claims based on the same fact scenario as the
claim filed in 1992. As referenced in paragraph 7 of the Claim, on January 29,

2008, Canada responded to the supplemental submission and agreed to negotiate

two assertions in the supplemental submission - namely the sale of surrendered

lands to the Lestock School District below the assessed value, and incorrectly

applying the FCAA to the reserve lands. While the January 29, 2008

correspondence is marked “without prejudice” and is subject to settlement

9.
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privilege, in furtherance of its ongoing commitment to reconciliation, Canada
waives settlement privilege over the correspondence dated January 29, 2008.

The parties engaged in settlement negotiations and ultimately, on March 13,

2013, Canada advised that the Specific Claims Database would indicate the file

was closed for administrative purposes, but that Canada was willing to discuss
the claim further. Apart from the January 29, 2008 correspondence, Canada does

not waive settlement privilege over the negotiations and correspondence which

occurred between the parties.

10.

While Canada’s response to the supplemental submissions was pending,
Muskowekwan requested the Indian Specific Claims Commission (ISCC) hold

an inquiry into its claim on December 18, 2003. By agreement of the parties, the

ISCC considered two of the eight issues Muskowekwan had filed with the

Minister. On March 6, 2009, ISCC issued its report and recommended that the

claim be accepted for negotiation. On November 2, 2009, the Minister advised

Muskowekwan that after reviewing the ISCC report, Canada decided not to

accept the two issues reviewed by ISCC for negotiation.

11.

Canada’s position with respect to Validity of the ClaimII.

Canada is committed to a continual and ongoing assessment of whether it

complied with its statutory and fiduciary obligations in respect of the 1910 and

1920 surrenders of IR 85.

12.

Canada admits that it breached its fiduciary duty to Muskowekwan by selling

surrendered lands to the Lestock School District below the assessed value, and

by incorrectly applying the FCAA to the reserve lands. Canada admits that the

second sentences in paragraphs 55 (viii) and 56 (v) of the Claim raise valid claims

under section 14(1)(c) of the SCTA.

13.
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Other than the admissions in paragraph 13 of this Response, Canada does not

agree that the facts establish a valid claim under the SCTA with respect to all

other assertions in the Claim.

14.

III. Canada’s position with respect to Allegations of Facts

Communications Surrounding 1910 Surrender

Muskowekwan is a band within the meaning of the Indian Act, is a First Nation

within the meaning of the SCTA, and is located in Saskatchewan. Canada
acknowledges Muskowekwan is the successor in interest to the band which

signed Treaty 4 on September 15, 1874 under the leadership of Ka-kee-na-wup.

15.

16. In response to paragraph 13, Canada says in October 1905, Indian Agent Murison

(Agent Murison) became aware of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company’s
(GTP Railway) plan to construct a railway through IR 85. On November 18,
1905, J.D. McLean, Secretary of Indian Affairs (Secretary McLean), instructed

Agent Murison not to allow any railway construction on Muskowekwan until a

right of way had been duly arranged.

In response to paragraphs 13 and 15, Canada admits that on May 12, 1906, the
GTP Railway received approval for a right-of-way and station grounds consisting

of 164.8 acres of IR 85. A surrender was not required and Canada did not obtain

a surrender for the right-of-way. The GTP Railway paid $1,899.16 for the right-
of-way, which funds were credited to Muskowekwan, and $69 for improvements

that were paid to affected individual Muskowekwan members.

17.

18. In response to paragraph 14, Canada says that on February 2, 1906, the GTP

Railway applied to purchase 640 acres for a town site. On February 5, 1906, the

Department of Indian Affairs (Department) Chief Surveyor Bray transmitted the

town site request to Frank Pedley, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian

Affairs (Deputy Superintendent General Pedley), pointing out that the site was

situated entirely within the limits of IR 85. On February 10, 1906, Deputy
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Superintendent General Pedley initially authorized Agent Murison to take a

surrender in accordance with the provisions of the Indian Act,but three days later,

on February 13, 1906, he revised his decision and instructed Agent Murison to

take no further action in connection with the surrender of the town site on IR 85.

In response to paragraph 16, Canada says a letter from Minister Clifford Sifton

to Deputy Superintendent General Pedley in 1904 indicates that “there are serious

objections to allowing town sites to be located upon Indian Reserves.” The letter

advised that the Department should avoid locating town sites on reserve lands.

19.

In response to paragraphs 14 through 18, Canada says that on July 31, 1906,

Secretary McLean informed the GTP Railway that any lands surrendered for a

town site must be adjacent to the outside boundaries of the reserve for the

Department to consider submitting the question of surrender to Muskowekwan.

20.

21. In further response to paragraphs 14 through 18, Canada says that on October 23,

1906, the GTP Railway sent an amended request that brought the south boundary

line of the proposed town site in line with the south boundary of IR 85. This

request, acceptable for presentation to Muskowekwan, came approximately six

months after the right-of-way taking had been approved.

22. In response to paragraph 17, Canada says that on November 6, 1906, S. Stewart,

acting Deputy Superintendent General, instructed Agent Murison to submit the

question of surrender to Muskowekwan. On November 21, 1906, Agent Murison

wrote to Deputy Superintendent General Pedley and stated that he did not think

it would be in Muskowekwan’s best interests to have a town located on IR 85.
On November 24, 1906, Secretary McLean authorized Agent Murison to take the

surrender if Muskowekwan consented, and to provide his own views in

connection with the matter to Muskowekwan.

In further response to paragraphs 17 and 18, Canada says that by letter dated

November 28, 1906, Agent Murison advised Deputy Superintendent General

Pedley that he attended a Muskowekwan Band Council meeting where the Band

23.
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agreed to surrender the land, provided that: the land be sold for $25 per acre; one
tenth of the purchase price be paid out annually; some money be used for fencing

and farm machinery; and, the location of the town site be moved 1.5 miles west

so it would not cut up IR 85 so badly.

On December 26, 1906, the GTP Railway responded that the town site could not

be moved due to unsuitable grades, and offered to purchase a smaller parcel of

land wholly within the existing reserve, that land being the northeast quarter of

section 1 and the northwest quarter of section 6, for $25 per acre. Secretary

McLean responded that it was “objectionable to have a town site altogether
within an Indian reserve.” The GTP Railway amended its request in January 1907
for either all of northwest quarter section 6 or only part of the quarter section

lying north of the right-of-way.

24.

In further response to paragraph 18, Canada says that on January 30, 1907,
Secretary McLean asked Agent Murison to ascertain whether, and upon what

terms, Muskowekwan would surrender the northwest quarter of section 6 or the

portion of section 6 north of the railway track.

25.

26. In further response to paragraph 18, Canada says that on February 21, 1907,
Agent Murison reported Muskowekwan made a final offer to surrender the

northwest quarter section 6 for $25 per acre on condition they received 10% of

the purchase money at once and an annual distribution of interest accruing from

the balance.

On April 1, 1908, the GTP Railway requested that the offer of $25 per acre stay

open until they could visit the grounds. On April 9, 1908, Secretary McLean
urged the GTP Railway to make a decision as soon as possible.

27.

In response to paragraph 19, Canada admits that on September 14, 1908, Agent

Murison reported Muskowekwan changed its tenns and would surrender the

quarter section provided it was paid the purchase money in cash. On September

21, 1908, Secretary McLean informed Agent Murison that in accordance with

28.
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the Indian Act, the Department could pay Muskowekwan only 50% of the

purchase money in cash.

In response to paragraph 20, Canada admits that on December 8, 1908, Inspector

of Indian Agencies William Graham (Inspector Graham), later appointed Indian

Commissioner in 1920, wrote to Deputy Superintendent General Pedley

suggesting Muskowekwan surrender the whole of IR 85 and amalgamate with

Poorman’s Band. Inspector Graham stated it would be good because

Muskowekwan had not done well in the past and thought little would be

accomplished if they remained where they were. On October 25, 1909, Inspector

Graham reported that he met with Muskowekwan and they refused to surrender

the whole reserve. He advised that Muskowekwan agreed to surrender the town
site for $15 per acre.

29.

In response to paragraphs 19, 21 and 24, Canada says that on January 20, 1910,

the GTP Railway made a new offer for the town site land for $15 per acre for the

northwest quarter of section 6. On February 19, 1910, Secretary McLean

recommended against surrendering the land for $15 per acre and suggested Agent

Murison be instructed to secure a surrender of the quarter section for $25 per
acre.

30.

In further response to paragraphs 19, 21 and 24, Canada says that correspondence

indicates the plan was initially to subdivide a portion of the surrendered acres

into lots. On February 19, 1910, Secretary McLean suggested that 40 or some 80

acres be laid out as lots by the Department and sold at auction. On February 23,

1910, Deputy Superintendent General Pedley advised that a surrender may be
requested for 160 acres and an arrangement made to survey and subdivide 40

acres into lots.

31.

The 1910 Surrender

In response to paragraph 21, Canada admits that on March 7, 1910,
Muskowekwan surrendered 160 acres in the northwest quarter of section 6. The

32.
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terms of surrender included that: Muskowekwan received 10% of the sale price

at an evaluation of $25 per acre at the time of the surrender; and, the balance of

50% to be paid yearly as money was realized from the sale in payments of not
less than 10%. The land was to be offered for sale at public auction in lots after

a subdivision thereof. The money received from the sale and the cash payments

were to be placed to Muskowekwan’s credit and the interest paid “in the usual

way.”

In response to paragraphs 17 and 22, Canada admits the surrender document was

signed by Chief Muscowequan, Headman Windigo and five other male members

of the Band. The document was also signed by Agent Murison and Justice of the

Peace Lindeburgh. The Surrender Affidavit was signed the same date, March 7,

1910, by Chief Muscowequan and Agent Murison as witnessed by Lindeburgh.

The surrender took place approximately four years after the GTP Railway

requested land for a town site.

33.

In response to paragraph 55(i), Canada says that Muskowekwan understood the

terms and consequence of the surrender. Muskowekwan discussed the terms and
bargained with the Crown as early as 1906 and counter proposed terms a number

of times. In 1907, Muskowekwan submitted final terms for the surrender, and in

1909, Muskowekwan refused to surrender the whole reserve. Correspondence

between the Agent Murison and the Department indicates officials wished to

keep Muskowekwan informed about the terms of the surrender. In 1907,
Secretary McLean wanted to ensure Muskowekwan knew road allowances were

not part of the reserve, and indicated he wanted Agent Murison to voice his

opposition to the town site.

34.

In response to paragraph 23, Canada admits that the surrender was approved on
April 1, 1910 by Order in Council PC 572. Canada admits that on March 16,
1910, the Department sent $400.00 to Agent Murison to pay members of

Muskowekwan according to the terms of the surrender.

35.
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36. In response to paragraph 24, Canada says the surrender document states that land
will be held in trust to sell upon such terms as Canada may deem most conducive
to the welfare of Muskowekwan people. The document states “the land to be

offered for sale at public auction in lots after subdivision thereof.” [Emphasis

added]. The document did not specify timing or survey details. The surrender
document does not say “in trust to sell at public auction.” [Emphasis added].

Sale of the 1910 Surrender Lands

In response to paragraph 24, Canada admits that 56 acres to the north of the
railway was surveyed into lots. On August 10, 1910, Surveyor Reid sent his
evaluations of the lots, which ranged from $15 to $120 per lot.

37.

In response to paragraph 25, Canada says the land north of the railway was
offered for auction as outlined in the surrender document. On October 11, 1910,
Secretary McLean authorized six insertions to advertise the sale of lots, one each

week in five newspapers. Canada admits that the first public auction for 245 lots

was held on November 23, 1910.

38.

39. In response to paragraph 26, Canada says that on November 26, 1910, Inspector

Graham reported that 117 lots were sold and that the total amount realized was

$6,135.60. Buyers were required to pay a quarter of the sale price in cash.
Graham reported receiving $1,698.15 in cash, with two of the lots being paid in
full. The total amount realized for the sale of the 117 lots represented

approximately $110 per acre for the 56 acres surveyed into lots or $36 per acre
for the 160 acres surrendered.

40. In further response to paragraphs 25, 26 and 33, Canada says that the Department

had difficulty selling the town lots and collecting payments. On March 9, 1917,
the Manager at the Merchant Bank of Canada wrote the Commissioner of Indian
Lands that his bank was having difficulty collecting debts owed by the citizens

of the Village of Lestock (Village). Citizens were not securing title to their lots
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from the government because land vested in the government was safe from

seizure by the Village for unpaid taxes.

41. In further response to paragraphs 25, 26 and 33, Canada says that in March 1920,
the Department notified each purchaser of lots that unless the arrears were paid

within thirty days, action would be taken to cancel the sales. Thirty lot sales were

cancelled in 1920. In 1945, 35 lots remained unsold. Some lots were leased

because there was no prospect of selling the property at the time and it was
determined best to collect rent in the meantime. The Department determined it
was not economical to hold a subsequent auction and the remaining lots were
sold by private sale, the majority for at least the upset price of $25 per acre.

42. In further response to paragraphs 24 and 55(iv), Canada admits the portion of the

surrendered land south of the railway was surveyed in 1936.

43. In response to paragraphs 51 and 55(viii), Canada admits that in 1921 the

Department did not accept Mr. Prefontaine’s offer to purchase the southern

portion of the quarter section 6 for $2,500, which is an approximate value of $30

per acre. The Department knew of other purchasers interested in the same lands
and believed it could get better value through a competitive bid or a subdivision
and sale of the land. The lands were subdivided into lots and sold by public

tender. Muskowekwan received $29.22 per acre, in addition to payments of

interest.

In response to paragraphs 52 and 55(viii), Canada says that between 1926 and

1933, the Department constantly refused the repeated attempts by the Village to

receive preferential treatment in relation to the sale price for the southern portion

of the quarter section. Canada admits that the Village asked the Department for
its “lowest possible” price for the southern portion of the land. The Department

offered the land for $21 per acre. Canada already had another offer to purchase
the lands for $20.58 per acre. At the time the offer was made, a land evaluator

considered $21 per acre reasonable based on the economic situation in the 1920s
and 1930s. The Village did not have the resources to purchase the land.

44.
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In response to paragraphs 27 and 55(vi), Canada admits that on August 20, 1936,
Order in Council PC 2057 transferred a park of 2.73 acres to the Province of

Saskatchewan on the upper northeast border of the Village from the land

surrendered in 1910. Municipal regulations required that land be dedicated for
the purpose of a park before a town plot subdivision could be approved. In other

words, the dedication of the park was a condition precedent to the ability to

subdivide and sell the land -one of the conditions Muskowekwan placed on the

surrender. In order to have thesouthern subdivision of quarter section 6 approved

in 1936, the park site was laid out. The land was dedicated with the view that the

park was required for the subdivision and sale of the land and would enhance the

value of the town properties. Overall, Muskowekwan received a much higher

price per acre for the lands surrendered in 1910 than set out in the surrender

documents. The Department refused the Village’s request that another block that

was not required as dedication be gifted for park lands, and offered to sell it for
$280.

45.

In response to paragraphs 28 and 55(vii), Canada admits that on December 20,

1911, the Lestock School District received lots 7 through 12 in Block 7 for the

nominal sum of $50.00, which was below the then current valuation. It is unclear

if any other facts in the Claim correspond to the assertion made at paragraph

55(vii). To that end, Canada is unable to respond further to those assertions.

46.

Discussions Leading up to the 1920 Surrender

In response to paragraph 29, Canada admits that on March 30, 1912, Agent

Murison communicated Muskowekwan’s request to surrender two rows of
sections from the east side of IR 85 and the remaining portion of section 6 for a
minimum value of $8 per acre. On May 17, 1912, Deputy Superintendent General
Pedley advised that no action was to be taken at that time.

47.

In response to paragraph 30, Canada admits that on January 21, 1913, Chief

Inspector Glen Campbell inquired about a letter from Muskowekwan requesting

48.
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the Department look into the matter of a surrender. Secretary McLean advised
that the Department decided to let the matter stand.

49. In response to paragraph 31, Canada admits that on March 11, 1913, 118 citizens

of the Village sent a petition to the Department to sell the eastern part of IR 85

for village growth. Secretary McLean drafted a letter dated May 23, 2013

authorizing Agent Murison to submit the question of surrender to Muskowekwan

on the terms stated by Muskowekwan in 1912, but it seems the letter was never

sent. Canada has no correspondence regarding this matter until 1915.

50. In response to paragraph 32, Canada admits that on February 8, 1915, Agent

Murison informed Secretary McLean that 21 members of Muskowekwan signed

a petition to revisit the question of surrendering two rows of sections on the east
side of IR 85 for $9 to $12 per acre. The petition stated that Muskowekwan
needed finances to improve the Reserve and Band, they still had plenty of land,
and all farming lands were outside the portion they wanted to surrender.

Secretary McLean authorized Agent Murison to take the matter up with

Muskowekwan.

51. In further response to paragraph 32, on March 10, 1915 Agent Murison reported
that Muskowekwan requested an upset price of $10 per acre and a payment of

10% of the purchase price at the time the surrender document was signed.
Secretary McLean responded that the Department could not pay 10% at the time
of signing because it could not tell when the land would be sold, but would

consider authorizing 10% of the purchase price at the time the land was sold.

In response to paragraph 34, Canada says that on March 27, 1918, 44 Village
residents and fanners petitioned the Department to surrender the eastern portion

of IR 85. The petition was forwarded to Inspector Graham.

52.

53. In response to paragraph 35, Canada says that in March 1918, Inspector Graham

discussed leasing land for pasture.
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In response to paragraph 36, Canada admits that on April 30, 1918,

Muskowekwan signed a surrender for lease of 5,920 acres for a five year term
for pasture purposes. Canada says the terms of surrender were that $500 be paid
to the credit of Muskowekwan in 1918, and $500 be paid upon the expiration of

the lease. Canada also agreed to build a fence around the land and the fence

became the property of Muskowekwan.

54.

In response to paragraph 37, Canada admits that on May 3, 1918 and February 8,
1919, the Saskatchewan Premier and Minister of Education wrote to D.C. Scott,
Deputy Superintendent General stating the IR 85 lands surrounding the Village

should be rendered available for taxation because it would be difficult to operate

the school with insufficient property available to raise money at a reasonable rate

of taxation. The matter was forwarded to Inspector Graham.

55.

56. In response to paragraph 38, Canada says that on May 23, 1918, 29 Village

residents petitioned Prime Minster Borden to sell the eastern sections of IR 85.
Secretary McLean responded that the question was to be considered by Inspector

Graham. On August 8, 1918, the Secretary of the Village Council asked what

was being done about the surrender.

In response to paragraph 39, Canada admits that in August 1919 a delegation

from the Village met with Deputy Superintendent General Scott, who promised
the Department would give due consideration to their situation.

57.

58. In response to paragraph 40, Canada admits that Deputy Superintendent General

Scott asked Inspector Graham to consider the possibility of obtaining a surrender
of a portion of IR 85 either for soldier settlement or sale in the usual way.

In response to paragraph 41, Canada admits that on August 12, 1919, Inspector

Graham responded that he did not believe the land would be acceptable to the

Soldier Settlement Board or that land would be readily sold on the market. He
nevertheless promised to have the land examined and presented as an option to
the Soldier Settlement Board.

59.
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In response to paragraph 42, Canada says that on September 2, 1919, Deputy

Superintendent General Scott responded that Canada should take a surrender

even if the Soldier Settlement Board did not desire the land, and that based on
interviews with the delegation from the Village, he believed land placed on the

market could be sold.

60.

In response to paragraph 43, Canada admits that on September 29, 1919, Member

of Parliament J. F. Johnson inquired about the surrender and when the people of
the “district may expect some action in the matter.” Deputy Superintendent

General Scott responded that he was awaiting a report from Inspector Graham.

61.

In further response to paragraph 43, Canada say that on December 5, 1919,

Deputy Superintendent General Scott responded to M.P. Johnson that he met

with Inspector Graham who planned to place an evaluation on the land as soon

as possible, to offer the land to the Soldier Settlement Board, and to obtain a

surrender if the Board did not want the land.

62.

In response to paragraph 45, Canada admits that on October 1, 1920, the

Secretary of the Soldier Settlement Board advised that the Board “is not

anticipating at present the acquirement of further tracts of Indian Lands.”

63.

1920 Surrender

In response to paragraph 44, Canada admits that on March 5, 1920,

Muskowekwan petitioned the Department to sell two rows of sections on the

eastern end of the reserve and the remainder of section 6. The petition explained

Muskowekwan had leased the land, but was unsatisfied with the economic return,

and had decided to sell the land for an upset price of $15 per acre. Muskowekwan

sought an individual payment of $100 for each member of Muskowekwan, and

the balance to be paid annually. The petition stated that a reason for selling the

land was to buy farm implements.

64.

In response to paragraph 46, Canada says that whether the amounts in the

Muskowekwan capital accounts were enough to purchase whatever farming
65.
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equipment Band members required, as pled, is a subjective conclusion and not a
statement of fact.

66. In further response to paragraphs 46 and 56(i), Canada says that there is no record

to suggest that Muskowekwan requested money from its accounts prior to the

1920 surrender or used the money received from the surrender to purchase
agricultural implements.

In response to paragraph 47, Canada admits that on October 14, 1920,
Muskowekwan surrendered 7,485 acres of land, including road allowances.
Canada says that two rows of sections on the eastern end of the reserve and the
remainder of section 6 in which the Village was located were surrendered.

67.

68. In further response to paragraph 47, Canada says that the tenns of surrender were
that the lands be held in trust to sell by public auction upon such terms Canada

deemed most conducive to the welfare of Muskowekwan. Canada admits that the

terms included that all moneys received from the sale be placed to

Muskowekwan’s credit and interest paid in the usual way. The 1920 surrender

did not stipulate a minimum value for the sale of lands.

69. In response to paragraph 48, Canada says the surrender document was signed by

Chief Desjarlais, two Headmen (Sam Akan and Windigo), and six male members

of Muskowekwan, Inspector Graham and four other officials. The surrender

document is accompanied by a list of voters certified by Inspector Graham,
indicating the presence of 29 male Band members and absence of 6 male Band
members. The vote was unanimously in favour of the surrender. The Surrender

Affidavit was signed on October 14, 1920.

In response to paragraph 49, Canada admits that Order-in-Council PC 2680 dated

November 4, 1920 confirmed the surrender.
70.

In further response to paragraph 49, Canada admits the total surrendered area in

the 1920 surrender contained more acreage than the approximated acreage

amount in the surrender document. The surrender document described the land

71.
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both in terms of acreage and legal land description. The amount of acreage was
described as “seven thousand four hundred and eighty-five acres be the same
more or less”. This is approximately twelve sections. The legal land description
described the lands to be surrendered, excepting lands already surrendered and a

right-of-way.

72. In further response to paragraph 49, Canada says the land was surveyed for the

purpose of setting boundaries with the intention of making each section as near

as possible to one square mile containing 640 acres. Although a detailed survey

of the land was not conducted prior to the surrender, careful attention was paid

to accuracy of the survey and calculations of distances and areas within the
surrendered subdivision. A survey done in October 1921 stated that the acres of
land surrendered equalled 7,766.001 acres. This is a difference of 3.75% from

the description in the surrender document.

In further response to paragraph 49, which states Muskowekwan was not

compensated for additional acreage, Canada says that the allegation was never
put before the Minister.

73.

Sale of the Lands Surrendered in 1920

74. In response to paragraph 50, Canada says that owing to severe economic and crop

conditions prevailing after the 1920 surrender, a number of strategies were put in
place so that Muskowekwan would receive some benefit from the surrendered

lands while awaiting their sale.This included the leasing of unsold lands and crop
distribution arrangements. Documents suggest these leasing arrangement were
the subject of discussion with Muskowekwan.

In further response to paragraph 50, Canada says that many of the leasing

arrangements were for a three year period or made “during our pleasure” enabling
the Department to cancel the lease if there was an offer to purchase the land.

Canada cancelled a number of leases when a buyer for those lands became

available.

75.
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76. In further response to paragraph 50, Canada says that H.W. Fairchild valued the

lands for auction. The Department received numerous requests to put the lands

on the market and an auction was held in the fall of 1921. The lands were
advertised for three continuous weeks in five newspapers. Only 1 of the 15 lots
offered for sale was purchased. The Indian Agent Harding opined that crop
conditions were responsible for lack of buying.

77. In further response to paragraph 50, Canada says the Department contemplated

holding a second sale in the fall of 1922 at the earliest because of the

unfavourable conditions that prevailed. The lands were revalued, but no sale was

held. After the failure of the first sale, the Department wanted to ensure high

demand for the lands before offering them for sale a second time.

In further response to paragraph 50, Canada says the Department resisted

political pressure to reduce the land valuations substantially, arguing its first duty
was to see the surrendered lands disposed of to the best possible advantage in the

interest of Muskowekwan.

78.

79. In further response to paragraph 50, Canada says that in January 1926, Secretary

McLean authorized the advertisement of the lands for sale. On April 9, 1926, an

auction sale was held and of the 42 parcels offered for sale, 11 sold, realizing

$13,282.80. Inspector Graham reported that there had been no great demand for
the land.

80. In further response to paragraph 50, Canada says the Department had difficulty
collecting payments from the farmers who purchased the land, and threatened to

repossess the land. On November 31, 1931, the farmers petitioned the

Department to cancel arrears of interest and not to demand payment at the time.
The Department acknowledged their hardship but insisted the situation could not
go on indefinitely without payments being made.

81. In response to paragraph 53, Canada says the FCAA was designed to provide a
mechanism by which compromises and rearrangements could be made between
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creditors and farmers who could not pay their debt because of the agricultural

depression in the 1930s. Sixteen sales of IR 85 were affected by the FCAA.The

Department represented the interests of Muskowekwan at FCAA board hearings

to ensure they received much of the original purchase price and interest where
possible. Canada admits the FCAA should not have been applied to IR 85 lands.

In response to paragraph 55(iii), Canada says that the statement that Canada

favoured the interests of the GTP Railway and settlers over those of
Muskowekwan, as pled, is a subjective conclusion and not a basis of law upon
which Canada has failed to meet a lawful obligation.

82.

In response to paragraph 56(ii), which states the Crown failed to preserve mines

and minerals in the context of the 1920 surrender, Canada says no facts were
included in the Allegations of Fact in the Claim to support the assertion.

83.

84. In further response to paragraph 56(ii), Canada says there is nothing to suggest

at the time of the surrender or at present the lands surrendered in 1920 had any

known or potential mineral value. Documentation shows Muskowekwan
intended to surrender all its rights in the surrendered land. Muskowekwan did not

express any intention to Crown officials that it wished to withhold mineral rights.
In 1920, the Department did not have a practice of systematically reserving

mineral rights.

Unless otherwise stated in this Response, Canada denies the allegations made in
the Claim.

85.

IV. Canada’s Statements of Fact

86. On September 15, 1874, Canada entered into Treaty 4 with Cree, Saulteaux and
other First Nations in what is now Saskatchewan, Alberta and Manitoba. Chief
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Ka-kee-na-wup signed the treaty on behalf of Muskowekwan. IR 85 was

surveyed for Muskowekwan in 1884.

In October 1905, Agent Murison became aware of a GTP Railway plan to

construct its railway line through IR 85. The GTP Railway received approval for

a railway right-of-way and station grounds on May 12, 1906, consisting of 164.8
acres.

87.

88. The GTP Railway applied for 640 additional acres for a town site within IR 85.
On July 31, 1906, Secretary McLean informed the GTP Railway that any land

surrendered for a town site must be adjacent to the outside boundaries of the

reserve. The GTP Railway amended its request for a town site to include 960

acres and brought the south boundary line of the proposed town site in line with
the south boundary of the IR 85.

On November 28, 1906, Agent Murison discussed the surrender with

Muskowekwan, which advised it would surrender the land on the condition that:
Muskowekwan received $25 per acre; one tenth of the purchase price was
distributed at the time of signing; interest was paid out annually; some of the

money was used for fencing and farm machinery; and, the town site was moved

1.5 miles west.

89.

The GTP Railway responded that moving the town site was impossible due to
grades. It proposed purchasing a smaller parcel wholly within IR 85. When told

by the Department that would be objectionable, the GTP Railway amended its

request to ask for either all of the northwest quarter section 6 or only part of the

quarter section lying north of the right-of-way.

90.

91. In February 1908, Muskowekwan agreed to surrender the whole of the northwest
quarter section 6 for $25 per acre. The GTP Railway first wanted to visit the site

to determine if a town site was advisable. On September 14, 1908, Agent Murison

reported Muskowekwan offered to surrender the quarter section for $15 per acre
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provided it was paid the purchase money in cash. The Department advised that
pursuant to the Indian Act, it could pay only 50% of the purchase money in cash.

In January 1909, the GTP Railway contacted the Department and advised it only

required the northwest quarter of section 6 for the proposed town site, but that
only a few lots could be sold. As such, the GTP Railway would not pay more
than $15 per acre.

92.

On February 19, 1910, Secretary McLean recommended Agent Murison be
instructed to secure a surrender of the quarter section for $25 per acre. On March
7, 1910, Deputy Superintendent General Pedley authorized Agent Murison to
obtain a surrender of the northwest quarter of section 6, containing 160 acres and

to make an arrangement to survey and subdivide 40 acres into lots.The surrender

document stated, “the land to be offered for sale at public auction in lots after

subdivision thereof’. The land was offered for sale by public auction, which took

place in November 1910, where 117 of 245 lots for sale sold, realizing $6,135.60.

93.

94. Issues subsequently arose with purchasers falling into arrears and failing to take

steps to patent their lands. In March 1920, the Department notified each

purchaser that unless the arrears were paid within thirty days, action would be

taken to cancel the sales. Canada cancelled 30 lot sales in 1920.

In 1912, Muskowekwan inquired whether the Department would accept a

surrender of an additional 8 sections adjacent to the new town site and the rest of

section 6. Deputy Superintendent General Pedley instructed on May 17, 1912

that no action would be taken.

95.

96. On September 3, 1912, a petition by 66 owners of property in the Village and

surrounding district requested the Department sell the east side of IR 85. Deputy

Superintendent General Pedley confirmed that no action would be taken.

The Chief Inspector of Indian Agencies advised on January 13, 1913 that he had

received a petition from Muskowekwan to surrender some land for sale.
Secretary Mclean responded the Department had decided to let the matter stand.

97.
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A request for a surrender from Muskowekwan was received in February 1915.

By letter dated March 10, 1915, Agent Mursion advised the Department that he
met with Muskowekwan to discuss the surrender and relayed the Band’s terms
of surrender. Secretary McLean responded that the Department could not meet

Muskowekwan’s request respecting prices and proceeds because it was not

possible to tell when the lands would sell.

98.

On March 27, 1918, Village residence and farmers sent a petition to the Minister
of Interior asking for eastern sections of IR 85 to be auctioned off. On May 3,
1918 and February 8, 1919, Premier W.M. Martin requested the land around the

Village be sold. On May 23, 1918, 29 Village residents petitioned Prime Minster

Borden to sell the eastern sections of IR 85.

99.

100. After meeting with a delegation from the Village, on August 8, 1919, Deputy

Superintendent General Scott requested Inspector Graham consider obtaining a

surrender for a portion of IR 85 either for soldier settlement or for sale. Inspector

Graham responded that the land was not suitable for soldier settlement and the

land could not be easily sold. He nevertheless promised to have the land
examined and presented to the Soldier Settlement Board. The Board advised it
did not anticipate acquiring more land.

101. On March 5, 1920, Muskowekwan petitioned the Department to surrender the

eastern two rows of sections in IR 85 and the rest of section 6. The petition

referred to buying fanning equipment as a reason for the surrender.
Muskowekwan requested the surrender of the same land in 1912 and 1913

without reference to the need for agricultural implements. There is no evidence

that the need for agricultural implements was raised at the surrender meeting on
October 21, 1920, or that money from the surrender was used to buy agricultural
implements.

102. On April 13, 1920, Secretary McLean instructed Inspector Graham to arrange for
a surrender. On October 14, 1920, Muskowekwan surrendered 7,485 acres of IR

85. Based on documentation, it appears Muskowekwan intended to surrender all
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of the acres in the sections described in the surrender document and all rights to
the surrendered land. The land legally described in the surrender document and

the actual land surrendered are the same. A subsequent survey revealed a 3.75%
difference between the acres approximated in the surrender document and the
actual acres surrendered.

103. Selling the surrendered land was a priority for the Crown. An auction was held

in 1921 and only 1 of the 15 lots offered for sale was purchased.The Indian Agent

Harding thought that crop conditions were responsible for lack of purchases. On
April 9, 1926 an auction sale was held and of the 42 parcels offered for sale, 11
sold, realizing $13,282.80. Inspector Graham reported that there had been no
great demand for the land. All land from the 1920 surrender was eventually sold.

104. Owing to severe prevailing economic and crop conditions, a number of strategies

were put in place so that Muskowekwan would receive some benefit from the

surrendered lands while awaiting their sale. This included the leasing of unsold
lands and crop distribution arrangements.

V. Relief

105. Canada seeks the following relief:

a. to have the Claim dismissed, except as admitted in paragraphs 4, 9, 13,

46 and 81 of this Response;

b. costs; and

c. such further relief as this Honourable Tribunal deems just.

VI. Communication

106. The Respondent’s address for the service of documents is:

Department of Justice (Canada)
Prairie Regional Office (Saskatoon)
410-22nd Street East, Suite 410
Saskatoon, SK S7K 5T6
Attention: Patricia Warwick
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107. Facsimile number for service is: (306) 975-4030

108. Email address for service is: sasSCT-5012-19-Musk@justice.gc.ca

Dated this 8th day of July, 2020.

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA
Department of Justice
Prairie Region (Saskatoon)
410-22nd Street East, Suite 410
Saskatoon, SK S7K 5T6
Fax: (306) 975-4030
Per: Patricia Warwick
Tel: (306) 518-0731
E-mail address: patricia.warwick@justice.gc.ca

Counsel for the Respondent
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